
Today, on this thirty-first week (August 8) of our 2022 Global Coordinating Group calendar, we 

are invited to listen to the heart of the world and pray for the 22 Sisters and 25 Associates serving 

in Norway, as well as for the people of that nordic nation. 

 

The Sisters belong to the Chambéry Congregation and began their Scandinavian ministry in 1862 

with the establishment of a community in Stockholm (Sweden). Three years later, they went to 

Norway; and, in 1887, took responsibility for a local school and established a small hospital in the 

newly created Catholic parish in Fredrikstad. (As an aside, the Sisters stayed there for 100 years 

until they sold the hospital in 1987). As noted in this academic paper entitled ‘The Scandinavian 

Mission of the Sisters of Saint Joseph: A female Counter-Culture in Nordic Society’, by the early 

1920s approximately “230 St. Joseph Sisters ran seven hospitals and nursing homes, and six 

Catholic schools” in Norway. This book also recounts the 

Sisters’ Norwegian mission – sharing stories of their bravery 

during the WWII German occupation of Norway when 

Sisters hid and assisted Jews at the Oslo hospital (who would 

have otherwise been deported to concentration camps in 

Germany). This Facebook page offers musical greetings from 

the Sisters in the Norway mission; while  this video (with English subtitles) explains the work of 

the Sisters of Chambéry in Norway in terms of recycling and environmental projects.  While not 

directly about the Chambéry mission in Norway, this 2020 CSJ-in Canada Congregation guest blog 

describes  the Norwegian concept called Friluftsliv (pronounced free-loofts-liv) – the idea of 

getting outside to create a passion for nature and desire to preserve the environment. (Image: CSJ 

Sisters at Grefsen, 2020, from the Congregation’s website)  

 

Country Background: Norway is a constitutional monarchy with 

an elected legislative assembly and King Harald V as the current 

formal head of state (who exercises primarily representative and 

ceremonial roles). Geographically, it is located in northwestern 

Europe with its territory consisting of the western and northern-

most portions of the Scandinavian Peninsula,  the remote island 

of Jan Mayen, and the archipelago of Svalbard. Norway also lays 

claim to a section of Antarctica known as Queen Maud Land 

(covering about one sixth of that continent). The early history of 

the region began with the retreat of the great inland ice sheets (approximately 10,000 BC), when 

the first hunter-gatherers migrated north along the coastlines (which were warmed by the Gulf 

Stream) into the territory which is now Norway. Between 5,000 BC and 4,000 BC, initial 

agricultural settlements appeared which, by 500 BC, had spread into the southern regions. 

The first chieftains took control during the last decades of the 8th century during a time when 

Norwegians began expanding across the seas to the British Isles, Iceland and Greenland. 

This Viking Age also saw the unification of the country.  While modern Norway is ranked as one 

of the best countries in which to live by the UN Human Development Report and known globally 
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for its excellent health and social welfare programs, the country has recently faced several 

challenges – including its infamy as the drug overdose capital of Europe. Economically, a recent 

SGI report noted that “the most critical challenges involve reducing the country’s dependence on 

the petroleum sector [sic: representing 20percent of the economy], managing the effects of 

significantly lower (potentially long-term) oil and gas prices, and ensuring the sound 

management of the county’s economy and vast oil fund” in addition to immigration/integration, 

the need to diversify leadership, and concerns regarding the quality of the educational system.  

Despite these challenges, Norway’s 4.6million inhabitants are expected to benefit from a 

projected GDP growth of 3.5% in 2022 (OECD) – due to its well-educated labour force, productive 

public and private sectors, and rich natural resources. (sources: OECD, Wikipedia, SGI, 

https://www.lifeinnorway.net/history-of-norway/) 

 

 
United in prayer, the Global Joseph Family, 7850 Sisters, 5700 Associates, 34 Agrégées in 44 

countries, listening to the heart of the world 
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